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Abstract: In this study, the flow of power-law fluids between two parallel plates is investigated. The governing
equations are obtained by applying the equations of change for laminar, isothermal and two dimensional flows,
assuming a second order pressure drop condition. The obtained governing equations are solved by finite
difference method. Since there is no any available experimental data, the results obtained by the proposed
model were composed with the data obtained by Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) method for the same
operating and geometric conditions. The model has a good consistency with respect to CFD's data by having
about 3.3% error in comparison with 6.6% analytical method in MPE method and 1% error less in MSE method.
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INTRODUCTION The flow of non-Newtonian fluids  down  inclines

Non-Newtonian flow and rheology are subjects al. They are tested the flow for various fluids and validate
which are essentially interdisciplinary in their nature and Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) is done, that  can
which are also wide in their areas of application. Indeed now be used as confidence design tool [1]. Mendes [2],
non-Newtonian fluid behavior is encountered in almost all studied dimensionless non-Newtonian  fluid  mechanics
the chemical and allied processing industries. The factors in order to generate dimensionless rheological properties
which determine  the rheological characterizes of a that involve flow quantities such as characteristic
material are highly complex and their full understanding velocities. Yoshino et al. suggested a new numerical
necessitates a contribution from physicists chemists and method for incompressible non-Newtonian fluid flows
applied mathematicians, among others, few of whom may based latticBoltzman method (LBM). The obtained results
have regarded the subject as central to their disciplines. from simulations indicate that the presented method can
Furthermore, the areas of application are also extremely be useful for particular non-Newtonian fluid flows such as
broad and diverse and require an important input from dilatant and pseudoplastic [3].
engineers, by virtue of their role in handling and Study of non-Newtonian fluids over a plate or
processing of complex materials. Recently  in  the  sense between plates is divided in two parts: in the first one, no-
of industrial application, non-Newtonian fluids are more slip condition at the surface is the main goal and in the
suitable than Newtonian fluids, so as a result, there are second case slip condition is considered. The first case is
numerous investigations  related  to  this  interesting similarity to our study so; some of the investigation that
topic. Most of the non-Newtonian are known according has  been  done  in this field is reviewed here. The flow of
to Stwald-de Waele power-law model. non-Newtonian fluids over a plate has been investigated

was  experimentally  and numerically studied  by Sutole et
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in  the steady-state  laminar  flow  condition by Acrivos
et al [4]. Similar methods were reported by Kapur and
Srivatva [5], Lee and Ames, Berkovskii [6] and Hansen
and Na [7]. Study of the non-Newtonian fluids by
considering the characterization of boundary layer for
power law fluids are investigated by Schowalter [8]. Many
investigations in the field of non-Newtonian power law
fluids over a continuously stretching surface under
different boundary conditions and situations have been Fig. 1: Flow of fluid between two plates
done by different authors [9-15].

Now a day, several CFD methods, have been
developed with the goal of simulating and modeling
complex flow. MAC method is used by Miyara [16] to
simulate the flow of wavy liquid film down vertical and
inclined planes and by comparing the results by
experimental data showed acceptable agreement.

Three dimensional simulating of power-law fluid
spreading on inclined plates by using CFD and comparing
of the CFD’s results with experimental data is investigated
by Haeri and Hashemabedi [17]. Prediction the behavior Fig. 2: The schematic shape of two parallel plates
of power-law fluids near axial-flow is studied by Keuy and
Gigas [18] and simulation of that has been done by using (3)
CFD (fluent-TM software).

In this study, the flow of power-law fluids between Where n is the flow behavior index and k is the flow
two parallel plates by applying by applying the equations consistency index. By substituting equation (3) in the first
of change for laminar, isothermal and two dimensional equation we have,
flows, assuming a second order pressure drop condition.
Since availability of experimental data was low, the (4)
accuracy of model results are checked by CFD program.

Mathematical of Model: Consider a steady, laminar, For solving the above equation the finite difference
incompressible, two dimensional, isothermal, flow of a method is used with following procedure:
power-law fluid between two plates, as shown According to Fig.2, for solving part I, the central
schematically in Figure (1) difference is used to substitute instead of first order

By considering the conservation of momentum law differential in equation (4) so as a result:
and assuming a second order pressure drop equation, the
following equations could be written: (5)

(1) For parts II and III the backward and forward

(2) equations:

Where  is shear stress, a, b, c is the constant of pressure (6)
drop equation and x and y are horizontal and vertical
directions respectively. To solve the first equation for (7)
power-law fluid. Frist  should be determined in its proper
form, so it can be replaced for the power-law fluids Since the equations(6) and(7) have some unknown
according to the following equation: parameters, so for solving them, proper assumptions

difference are used respectively, by the following

should be considered.
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For equation (6), at first u  (the target node velocity)ij

should be estimated so computer programing can
converged the proper value for the velocity, since at the
center of the two plates the velocity is maximum according
to following equation,

(8)

So the u can be considered as the best estimation.max

Subsequently, for the second equation, u  is theij

velocity on the wall, so the equation can be solved by
assumption of u  = 0i,j

After simplification the mentioned equation
according to above method, the velocity profile for all of
the point for power-law fluid between the two plates is
calculated.

For predicting the unknown parameters of the
pressure drop equation the following procedure is used:

At first the pressure data is obtained the by solving
the problem in CFD. Then a second order equation fitted
to the data and the unknown parameters of the equation
(2) is computed.

To calculate the errors, the Mean Present Error (MPE)
and the Mean Square Error (MSE) methods are used as
following equations [19]: 

(9)

Where e  is defined by following equationi

(10)

(11)

x And D  are computed value and experimental datai i

respectively and also N is the count of the used data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By using the second order pressure drop equation
instead of the linear one for solving the governing
equation the accuracy of the proposed model is increased
in comparing with analytical solution. Because of scarce
experimental data the correctness of the model is checked
by CFD's results as a reliable reference.

Effect of N and K Parameters on the  Velocity  Profile:
For example, to study the  effects  of  n  and  k  parameters
on      the   velocity    profile    in    the proposed     model

Table 1: Computed errors for the presented model with respect to CFD for
different n & k

MPE MSE MPE MSE
k=1.2473 Error % Error % n=0.506 Error % Error %
n=0.5 3.1206 0.9645 k=0.5 3.2327 0.8941
n=0.75 2.0954 0.8217 k=0.75 1.6278 0.5482
n=1 8.3024 3.8431 k=1 2.3310 0.8210
n=1.5 2.4504 0.8473 k=1.5 3.0073 0.8763
n=2 2.1897 0.8319 k=2 2.9821 0.8522

and computational fluid dynamics(CFD) are investigated.
e.g. at constant n, k is changed in different range and at
constant k, n is changed in different range too in two
mentioned models. The initial values that are used for n,
k parameters are obtained from literature [20]. So the
calculations results are plotted in Figures 3-6

By comparing the obtained figures of the presented
model with CFD’s figures, as it is clear both of them
followed-up similar procedure and to show the difference
between models, statistical analysis is studied by
determining the mean square error and the mean present
error as used error methods. According to computed
errors in Table (1) the small difference can be seen in two
investigated models.

As shown in above figures, by increasing n, at
constant k the shape of diagrams are changed from
parabolic to linear, the reason can be explained with n that
is the characterization of fluid. It can be changed with the
nature of the fluids, as n<1, n=1, n>1 are the n values for
the Pseudo plastic, Newtonian fluid, Dilatant fluid
respectively [21]. According to different nature of the
fluids and the unique shear stress in different n the shape
of the velocity profiles are changed. For example, at small
n (n<1), like polymeric in solvent with small molecules that
contains molecular chains, Because of chain’s complexity
its motion is slow. So, by increasing n parameter, the
motion of fluid should be faster and the maximum value of
the velocity is increased. But at constant n, by increasing
the k parameter, the fluid become more dense and the
velocity profiles are shifted to zero or the milestone points
of the diagram are became closer to the origin,
Subsequently the velocity is decreased.

Validation  of  Model:  As  a  simplified case, the
presented solved for the Newtonian fluid e.g. the
parameter “n” in the current model is assumed to be one
and the results are compared with respect to CFD. To
show the correctness of model with respect to
conventional analytical solution [22],the problem is
solved by analytical method. The obtained data from three
method are plotted in terms of the axial velocity versus
position in Figure 7.
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Fig. 3: Velocity profile prediction for various n, at Fig. 6: Velocity profile prediction for various k , at
k=1.2473 by CFD method n=0.506 by proposed model

Fig. 4: Velocity profile prediction for various n, at Fig. 7: Comparison of this work, Analytical and CFD for
k=1.2473 by proposed model Newtonian fluid

Fig. 5: Velocity profile prediction for various k, at n=0.506 CFD on the PA (a water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion
by CFD method additive NFS3) 

Fig. 8: Comparison between the results of this work and
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Fig. 9: Comparison  between  the  results  of this work
and CFD on the PA (a water-in-asphaltic oil
emulsion (additive NFS3 C0 = 0%, C1 = 1000g/tone
of crude oil))

Fig. 10: Comparison between the results of this work and
CFD on the PA( a water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion
(additive NFS3 C0 = 0%, C1 = 1000g/tone of crude
oil, C2 = 2C1))

Table 2: Computed errors for the presented model and analytical data with

respect to CFD for Newtonian fluid

MPE Error % MSE Error %

Model - CFD 3.2973 0.5681

Analytical - CFD 6.5947 1.5372

By comparing the plotted curves in Figure 7 and the
computed errors by mentioned methods in Table (2), it is
obvious that the difference between the simplified of the
proposed model is less than the analytical method in
comparing with CFD's data.

Fig. 11:Comparison between the results of this work and
CFD on the PA ( a water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion
(additive NFS3 C0 = 0%, C1 = 1000g/tone of crude
oil, C2 = 2C1, C3 = 4C1))

Fig. 12:Comparison between the results of this work and
CFD on the PB( a water-in-paraffinic oil emulsion
(additive AF C0 = 0%))

Comparing Presented Model and CFD for Different
Power-law Fluids: Since, the n, k parameters are scarcely
experimentally available, the model and CFD are running
for five oil materials [20] and also the obtained velocity
data are curved in Figures 8-12.The used materials for
modeling are kind of pseud plastic (n<1) fluids that are
consisted of PA (a water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion additive
NFS3), PA (a water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion (additive
NFS3 C0 = 0%, C1 = 1000g/tone of crude oil)), PA( a
water-in-asphaltic oil emulsion (additive NFS3 C0 = 0%,
C1 = 1000g/tone of crude oil, C2 = 2C1)), PA: a water-in-
asphaltic oil emulsion (additive NFS3 C0 = 0%, C1 =
1000g/tone of crude oil, C2 = 2C1, C3 = 4C1)) and PB: a
water-in-paraffinic oil emulsion (additive AF C0 = 0%).
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Table 3: Experimental parameters for oily power-law fluids
Power-law fluids n k
PA 0.8481 0.7662
PA C1 0.8488 0.2669
PA C2 0.4131 0.3791
PA C3 0.6072 0.2841
PB 0.4749 0.6595

Table 4: Computed errors for the presented model with respect to CFD for
different power-law fluids

Material MPE Error % MSE Error %
PA 8.0060 2.9548
PA C1 8.8261 3.6470
PA C2 11.0785 4.1012
PA C3 10.2045 4.0089
PB 5.1321 1.8927

As it can be seen from figures8-12, the prediction of
the presented model for mentioned fluids is very good
comparison to CFD's simulation. The computed errors in
Table (3) showed that for 0<n<0.5 the error of the model
is approximately more than error for 0.5<n<1 with respect
to CFD’s model. And also comparing the results for
0.5<n<1 showed good consistency with very small error
between the presented model and CFD. 

CONCLUSION

In this study, modeling of two dimensional velocity
profiles of power-law fluids between two parallel plates is
studied. Because of the gained experimental data is low,
the obtained results are compared with respect to CFD
simulation as a reliable reference. And also to determine
better performance of the current study in comparing with
analytical solution, the model is solved for Newtonian
fluid as a simplified case and obtained results are
examined by the CFD's data. To compare the results the
statistical error analysis is investigated and the final
conclusions are listed below: 

Obtained data for constant n, at different k or
constant k at different n showed that the error of the
presented model with respect to CFD simulation is
less than 10%.
The error is computed for different power-law fluids
too, and the results are showed that in range of
0.5<n<1 lower error can be seen in comparison with
range of 0<n<0.5.
To determine better performance of the  current
model,  its  error  and  analytical solution's error for
the Newtonian fluid is computed with respect to
CFD. As  the  results  showed,  the model has a  good

consistency with respect to CFD's data by having
about3.3% error in comparison with 6.6% analytical
method in MPE method and 1% error less in MSE
method.
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